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Formal validation of systems

Lots of systems handle critical aspects of our lives
(engine cruise control in cars, train or plane automatic control)

Norms are more and more constraining concerning the level of
confidence about those system behaviors
Formal methods are good candidates to reach such levels of confidence
But testing an implementation for large models raises the problem of ensuring
confidence in the models

Assessing the correctness of system models is difficult because systems
are complex

Refinement Testing : motivation
Incremental modeling procedure to make implementation choices
Goal : tackle the complexity of systems
An example of refinement scheme:
Interaction models

Sequence diagrams

Tooled
refinement
correctness
assessment

Process models

We use a model based testing approach

Activity diagrams
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UML / MARTE Interaction models
Interaction model (represented as a sequence diagram):

Focus on intended interaction between sub-systems
• Processes as black boxes
• Lifelines represent processes
• Values transit through messages

UML / MARTE Interaction models

loop operator:

alt operator:

strict operator:

UML / MARTE Interaction models

Constraints on
data and time:
p1<10 :
the value carried by
message m1 and
received on p1 should
be less than 10

@t1

@t2
{t2[i]-t1[i]<3}

t1 and t2 are time stamps: they can be understood as tables storing instants
Each time they occur with the prefix @, the current value of time is added at the last
place of the table
The constraint t2[i]-t1[i]<3 specifies that whenever a value goes through m2, its takes
less than 3 unit of time to go from p2 to p3
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Timed Input-Output Symbolic Transition Systems
Data variables are used to symbolically reason on system states and to perform
computations
Time variables (or clocks) can be declared to store instants (time is passing by itself)
and symbolically reason about them
One may condition the execution of a transition by properties on time called time
guards, and properties on data called data guards
The execution of a transition can be associated to a communication action which can
be an input (of the form c?x) or an output (c!t)
Data and time variables can be updated by means of substitution and resetting (allows
to denote state evolutions)
time
guard

q

data
set of Communication Substitution on
data variables
guard time variables action

clock > 3 x>6 {clock}

c!x

x:=x+1

q’

Semantics of Interaction models

Goal: to test SUT against interaction models
formal semantics of those models ?
Approach : applying translation schemas by associating
TIOSTS to lifelines
𝑞𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙

𝑞′
𝑞′𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙
𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙

m2

𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐

𝑞′𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐

+ Taking operators that cover several lifelines (alt, loop…)
into account in the translation
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Symbolic execution

• SE introduced by King in 1975 to characterize and
explore feasible paths of programs
• Adapted to TIOSTS

• Main idea:
• To execute TIOSTS not for real input values but for
symbolic input parameters
• To characterize constraints on state variables
associated to executions
• To reason about time as for data

Symbolic execution (transitions)

q

clock > 3 x>6 {clock}

c!x x:=x+1

q’

Symbolic execution of a TIOSTS transition:
reached state

q
time path condition pct
data path condition pcd
current instant T
x← x0
substitution of
clock ← clock0
variables
clock’ ← clock’0

delta.c!x0

q’
pct ^ clock0 + delta>3
pcd^ x0 >6
T + delta
x←x0 + 1
clock ←0
clock’ ← clock’0 + delta

symbolic
snapshot

delta is a new fresh variable denoting the delay before firing the transition

Symbolic execution (TIOSTS)
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A symbolic execution based testing algorithm:
Test case generation
Symbolic execution tree
TP: Test purpose

s0

s0
s4

s1

The tester designates
s4

s2

s3 s5

s6
s6

is used as input by

σi = d1.i1.d2.i2….dn.in

computes

Input sequence
Selection
algorithm

there exists σo = d’1.o1.d’2.o2….d’m.om such that Merge(σi, σo)  TTraces(TP)
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fUML vs PSCS vs UML

Syntax

UML

PSCS: fUML extended
with composite
structures modeling

Composite Structures

fUML
(Classes + Activities)

Semantics

Extensions for subsets of:
• MARTE HLAM
• SysML Ports and Flows

PSCS: Extensions
for composite
structures

fUML
Execution Model

Semantic
mapping

Alf (Action Language for fUML):
- Textual surface notation for the fUML subset
18

Activities as behavioral
descriptions for components
Instantiation of a
composite structure
implies instantiation of
its constituents
Structure

2. Composite structure diagram (~ IBD)

Instantiation of
an active class
implies starting
of its behavior

1. Class diagram (~ BDD)

SendSignalAction enable to
specify asynchronous
communications, which will flow
through ports and connectors

Behavior

AcceptEventActions
enable to specify
reactive behaviors

3. Activity diagrams
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Assessing correctness of the
refinement

Each component is refined with behavioral descriptions
How can we determine that the refinement is valid? i.e. that
we have correctly “implemented” the spec.
Let’s stimulate the executable/refined models with test input
sequences computed by Diversity, and observe how the
system reacts
σi = d1.i1.d2.i2….dn.in

SUT

σ’o = d’’1.o’1.d’’2.o’2….d’’m.o’m
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A symbolic execution based testing algorithm:
Verdict computation

Symbolic execution tree
s0

s2

PASS

s4

s1

s3 s5

s6

Weak_PASS
TP: Test purpose
s0

Verdict computation

FAIL

s4
s6

INCONCr

Execution trace σ

INCONCi

A symbolic execution based testing algorithm:
Basic principles of verdict computation

o!5
FAIL

INCONCr

c?8

, ,

FAIL:
SC
=≠i:Ø,
PASS:
SC
Ø
INCONC
SC
= Ø,
INCONC
≠Ø
r: SC
INCONClast
obs.
output
last
obs.
i and
and
for
all is
contexts
target
cannot
beis an input
or
ct
indelay
SC,
reached
state(ct) = target

RULE-BASED
ALGORITHM:
PASS
AN EXAMPLE

Related works
On conformance with tests derived from UML specifications: [Lund2006]
and [Jéron2007]
 no timing features neither symbolic denotation of data
Analyzing symbolic scenarios with coverage criteria: [Roychoudhury2012]
(MSCs) based on ioco; [B.France2006] (SD) outside ioco frame
 test an executable form of the design models
 no standardized semantics of fUML models
Formal verification of fUML executable models : [Craciun2013] and
[Mijatov2013]. The last defines a tooled test environment with an
interpreter to run tests in the fUML VM.
 We integrate test generation capabilities from SD into the toolchain

Conclusion

Goal: Enhancing the correctness of wide system models
Proposed approach:
• Using model refinement techniques
• Conformance relation between activity diagram models
and high-level timed scenarios
• Use of “hit-or-jump” heuristics to control combinatorial
explosion
Implementation in tools:
Papyrus modeler + Diversity tool + Moka simulator
Open-source approach compliant with UML standards

Perspectives

Concerning the testing framework:
Distributed testing: extend the approach to the distributed
conformance relation dtioco [Gaston - Hierons - Le Gall - ICTSS
2013]
Concerning the embedding of the testing technologies in
MDD processes:
Explore how to incorporate testing in a complete design
methodology

Dealing with data refinement

Thanks for listening
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